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Abstract— Low noise amplifiers in receivers are usually 
addressed by III-V (narrow bandgap) technologies: but when the 
receivers are subject to EM exposure or jamming, the need for 
protection devices before the active low noise amplifier (LNA) 
degrades the overall noise figure, and decreases the effective 
radio link budget. This vulnerability of the LNA can be overcome 
thanks to robust designs or robust technologies. Nitride 
technologies are investigated for power modules in transmitters 
and stand as promising solutions to avoid the use of limiters for 
robust low noise circuits in receivers. This work focuses on HF 
noise in InAlN/GaN HEMT devices and circuits for Ka-band 
SATCOM applications. Different versions of LNA have been 
designed at 30 GHz, in hybrid and MMIC technologies. For these 
designs, 1-stage and 3-stages LNAs have been realized; 1-stage 
amplifiers are designed to assess and study the stress tolerance 
under RF signal, whereas 3-stages LNAs are designed as 
demonstrators of operational module for receiver’s blocks 
(Gain>20dB featuring the lowest noise figure achievable).   

Keywords—High Frequency Noise, Ka band, InAlN/GaN 
HEMT, LNA. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
If AlGaN/GaN heterostructure are now being under 

development (in spite of reliability studies that are still going 
on to push the limits of temperature-power-lifetime budgets), 
new solutions using InAlN/GaN are in the study phase: these 
HEMT devices take benefit of theoretically better interface 
between materials (using In content of 18% to be lattice 
matched on the GaN material), a better breakdown voltage and 
a better current density in the 2DEG. Different InAlN/GaN 
technological development have been studied considering 
their frequency and noise parameters for low noise amplifier 
design in Ka-band. Then different versions of hybrid and 
MMIC LNAs have been designed. A single stage LNA has 
been developed for RF stress tests, whereas a 3-stages LNA 
has been designed for optimized performances (Noise Figure 
and Gain). MMIC LNAs have also been designed. In the first 
section, the technology and dynamic performance of the 
transistor are presented for the   optimized technology. HF 
noise parameters are proposed in the second paragraph, with 
also the evolution of the HF noise figure under variable signal 
pump conditions. Then the design and the performances of the 
hybrid LNA are discussed in paragraph three. Simulations of 

MMIC LNA are also presented and compared to hybrid 
versions and to the state of the art in Ka-band.  

II. INALN/GAN MOS-HEMT TECHNOLOGY 
The process of InAlN/GaN HEMT and MOS-HEMT 

devices are developed on SiC substrate by MOCVD technique 
(3 inches wafer); devices are optimized considering the 
transition frequency Ft and maximum oscillation frequency 
Fmax, the output power and the low noise performances for Ka-
band applications. More details on the technology can be found 
in [1]. Ft=40 GHz and Fmax=110 GHz have been achieved for 
the MOS-HEMT used in this study. Power densities of 
3.5W/mm and power added efficiencies of 40% have been 
measured on 0.15µm gate length devices (6x50µm gate width) 
at 30 GHz for power amplifier design to target performances of 
38 dBm with 18 dB of minimum gain in Ka-band over more 
than 20% frequency bandwidth. The optimum low noise 
conditions have been found for a 0.15µm gate length device 
featuring 2x75 µm gate width, biased at VDS=6V and 
IDS=20mA. State of the art results have been published on 
InAn/AlN/GaN transistors [2], featuring  noise figures close to 
1 dB at 26 GHz [6] or at 36 GHz [5] due to their low LG=50 
nm technology: power density at 2.6 W/mm for 40% PAE is 
also achieved at 30 GHz by Saunier et al.  

Small-signal model of the transistors have been developed, 
and the low-noise amplifiers designs in hybrid and MMIC have 
been studied both using the models and the measurements to 
assess the impact of the yield on the devices on the final design 
(more than 20 devices under test for the design of the hybrid 
amplifiers). The sensitivity of the model on the design 
procedure is accounted for and topologies can be optimized 
more securely.  

III. HF NOISE CHARACTERIZATION OF ALINN/GAN HEMT 
Intensive HF characterization is achieved for determining 

the optimum sizing and biasing of the devices. First order 
characterization consists in measuring F50 noise figure, and 
then the four noise parameters are evaluated to get accurate 
appreciation of the noise behavior of investigated devices 
(minimum noise figure of merit Fmin, equivalent noise 
resistance Rn and complex optimum coefficient Γopt). A plot of 
these parameters is given in figure 1 between 8 GHz and 40 
GHz. It can be noticed the good concordance between the two 



sub-bands (before and after 25 GHz). Only the phase of Γopt 
features a small discontinuity (almost 20°), due to the change 
in the position of the probes on the contact pads. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Noise parameters Fmin, Rn and Γopt (magnitude and argument) and 
associated gain Ga versus frequency (8-40 GHz). The selected device MOS-
HEMT device (feat. 21% In content, LG=0.15µm, 2x75µm gate width, 
VDS=6V and IDS=20mA) is next used during the design of the hybrid and 
MMIC LNAs. 

The device presents a minimum noise figure of Fmin=2 dB 
at 30 GHz, with an associated gain of 7.5 dB. Moreover, as the 
proposed LNAs are supposed to be functional during severe 
jamming, the integrity of the device must be assessed under 
high input powers from high EM exposure (as a foreign 
aggression), but the low-noise characteristics should also be 
maintained for keeping operational the robust communication 
system. The nonlinear noise figure is presented in figure 2 to 
evidence the impact of an RF pump signal on the F50 
degradation of the device (thus of the matched amplifier): for 
practical reasons, the RF pump frequency is set at FRF=10 
GHz, and the measurement of F50 is performed at 7.5 GHz, 
(which is obviously not within the frequency band under 
concern for the LNA). From the Pout versus Pin plot, the 
compression point at 1 dB is evaluated at 2.5 dBm at the input 
of the device (@ 10 GHz). The noise figure F50 is measured 
(at 7.5 GHz) versus the pump signal power level PRF ranging 
from -30 dBm to +14 dBm.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Noise figure F50 and gain of InAlN/GaN MOS-HEMT 
(0.15x2x75µm²) under variable RF pump signal below and above the input   
1-dB compression point (RF signal @ FRF=10 GHz, Fmeasurement=7.5 GHz) and 
for a biasing at VDS=6V and VGS=-1.5V (IDS=20mA).  

The noise figure F50 evolves when the input RF signal level 
increases, even below the input compression point. This 
increase is correlated with the decrease of the gain of the 
transistor, but occurs before the P1dB compression point: this 
non-linear behavior is attributed to the noise contribution to the 
effective power at the input of the device, as the noise spectral 
density mixes with the RF pump signal. This study allows to 
accurately determine the convenient sizing and biasing of the 
devices, in order to avoid any saturation risk under jamming 
signals applied at the input of the LNA. 

IV. KA-BAND LOW-NOISE AMPLIFIERS DESIGN 
Two technologies are investigated for the design of the 

LNAs at 30 GHz for SATCOM applications. Hybrid (MIC) 
realizations are designed using alumina and flip-chipped 
transistors, whereas Microwave Monolithic Integrated Circuits 
(MMIC) are based on GH-25 design-kit developed by UMS 
(United Monolithic Semiconductors). 

A. Hybrid LNAs 
The first designs are developed using alumina substrate and 

flip-chip reports of the HEMT devices. The flip-chip report is 
convenient to reduce the length and associated losses, as well 
as the inductive contribution of the wire bonding, especially at 
30 GHz. Moreover, the connection by bumps can act as 
thermal bridges to dissipate the heat out of the active zone of 
the transistor. The small wavelength at 30 GHz makes 
possible the use of distributed matching and design 
techniques, whereas lumped elements are not available at this 
frequency. Unfortunately, instabilities may occur at 15 GHz 
and 7.4 GHz (for an operating frequency at 30 GHz, which is 
modulo two or four that of the frequencies to stabilize): 
distributed solutions to stabilize the circuit at these frequencies 
are forbidden, and a solution has been developed with MIM 
grounded capacitors and short lines to reduce the gain at these 
frequencies and get unconditionally stable amplifiers. For the 
3-stages LNA, biasing circuits also contribute to the input, 
output and inter-stage matching networks. The inter-stage 
networks are also designed to optimize the noise figure, but no 
degree of freedom can be achieved from the serial feedback 
inductance brought by the flip-chip report solution (with 
LS=60pH): no optimization can be realized on the noise 
optimal reflection coefficient which still remains close to the 
instabilities zones. Figure 3 is a photograph of the 1-stage 
hybrid Ka-band LNA. Noise figure have been measured over 
4 different low-noise amplifiers, with NF measurements 
between 3.3 dB and 3.9 dB at 30 GHz, which is 0.3 dB above 
the simulated value.  A photograph of the 3-stages MIC LNA 
is depicted in figure 4. Unfortunately, an oscillation at 7.9 
GHz cannot be overcome on the 5 LNAs under test: from 
retro-simulation analysis, a high-pass filter must be placed at a 
specific part of the circuit to remove this instability, but no 
implementation is possible due to the small size of the 
estimated zone. However, the quite good agreement between 
simulated and measured NF on the 1-stage LNA is promising 
for forecasting that the 3-stage version should demonstrate NF 
close to simulations (NF=2.9dB at 30 GHz, and NF<3.3dB 
between 28.5 GHz and 30.5 GHz) 



 

 
Fig. 3. Photograph of the MIC Ka-band Low-Noise Amplifier (1-stage 
version, flip-chipped mounted InAlN/GaN MOS-HEMT is biased at VDS=6V 
and IDS=20mA). Size of the circuit is 9x7.5 mm². 

 

 
Fig. 4. Photograph of the MIC Ka-band Low-Noise Amplifier (3-stages 
version, flip-chipped mounted InAlN/GaN MOS-HEMT are biased at VDS=6V 
and IDS=20mA). Topology is different from 1-stage LNA version to optimize 
NF and gain of the amplifier. Size of the circuit is 22x7.5 mm². 

B. MMIC LNAs 
Monolithic circuits have also been designed still based on 

the electrical and HF noise model of the InAlN/GaN MOS-
HEMT device (same biasing conditions), with the GH-25 
design kit developed by UMS. Different versions have been 
designed, with lumped matching networks and with distributed 
lines. The electrical model of the transistor is tailored to fit to 
the pattern of the MMIC design by de-embedding the tapers, 
lines and RF pads from the measured/modelled chip.  The 
circuits have not been realized at this time, and only 
simulations are presented: however during the design steps, 
sensitivity and yield analysis have been considered to avoid the 
problems previously evidenced on hybrid amplifiers. Figure 5 
represents the layout of a 3-stage MMIC LNA which makes 
use of L-C networks for matching the different input-output of 
the transistors (version #A). 

 

Fig. 5. Layout of the MMIC Ka-band Low-Noise Amplifier (3-stages 
version #A mainly using L-C matching networks; InAlN/GaN MOS-HEMT 
are biased at VDS=6V and IDS=20mA). Size of the chip is 2.6x0.8mm². 

Another 3-stage MMIC LNA (version #B) is presented in 
figure 6, based on the use of distributed lines. The coupling 
limit is set at -30dB between lines and pads of the layout.   

 
Fig. 6. Layout of the MMIC Ka-band Low-Noise Amplifier (3-stages 
version #B with distributed matching networks; InAlN/GaN MOS-HEMT are 
biased at VDS=6V and IDS=20mA). Size of the chip is 3.5x1mm². 

For the MMIC LNA circuits design, much more flexibility 
is allowed in comparison with hybrid circuits (adjustment of 
serial feedback, possibility to mix lumped elements and lines). 
For this reason, very competitive noise figure are achieved: 
version #A and version #B feature noise figure of 3 dB and  
2.6 dB respectively at 30 GHz. The simulated performances 
over 26-34 GHz bandwidth show a minimum small signal gain 
of 20 dB, and a noise figure lower than 3.5 dB for version #B 
MMIC LNA. The lower quality factor of inductance 
(version#A) in comparison with microstrip lines (version #B) 
results in a larger bandwidth (+50%), and in a higher noise 
figure (+0.4 dB) for the same small signal gain (above 20dB 
for each considered bandwidth). 

 

C. MIC and MMIC Noise Figures: this work and literature 
Noise figure of LNA circuits simulated and measured are 

reported in figure 7. The minimum gain is 20 dB, for a 
frequency bandwidth set at a reflection coefficient magnitude 
lower than -10 dB. From the comparison between the measured 
and simulated 1-stage MIC low-noise amplifier, a small 
degradation is noticed on NF (+0.3 dB). It is expected that 
measurements on 3-stages versions of the LNAs would also 
present a good concordance between simulations and 
measurements.  
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Fig. 7. Noise figure versus frequency for different design of Hybrid and 
MMIC LNA based on InAlN/GaN MOS-HEMT technologies (this work). 
Dashed lines are for the simulations of hybrid-MIC (1- and 3-stages) and 
MMIC (3-stages, versions #A and #B), and solid line is for the measurement 
of 1-stage LNA. 



Some designed LNA are reported in figure 8, with other 
reported results from literature based of GaN technologies [3]-
[13].  Few LNAs have been designed in Ka-band, and this 
work presents state of the art figure of merit with NF measured 
at 3.3 dB (MIC LNA) or simulated at 2.6 dB or 3 dB (two 
versions of MMIC LNAs) at 30 GHz, in spite of a technology 
not yet mature. 
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Fig. 8. State-of-the art in GaN LNA technologies, references are largely 
inspired by [3]. Simulation of hybrid-MIC (dots) and MMIC version #B 
(dashed lines) 3-stages LNA, and measurement of 1-stage LNA (solid line) 
are plotted between 28 GHz and 31-32.5 GHz. 

Survivability tests have been realized at 30 GHz, but are 
not presented in this paper: the single-stage hybrid LNA has 
been exposed to RF step stresses (with RF power levels higher 
than 20 dBm) with no destruction of the circuit. Self-biasing 
and non-linear effects have been noticed under elevated RF 
power. As the technology is not yet mature, charges are 
activated under high RF power and change the intrinsic 
operating conditions of the active device. Charges can remove 
after a long recovery period (up to few minutes). The 
technology is still under development to improve these 
trapping-detrapping processes. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The InAlN/GaN MOS-HEMT technology has been studied 

for the development of Low-Noise Amplifiers in Ka-band for 
robust receivers dedicated to SATCOM applications. The HF 
linear and non-linear Noise Figures have been presented for the 
optimum sizing and biasing conditions. State of the art Noise 
Figures are achieved for a single stage MIC LNA (NF=3.3dB 
@ 30GHz), as well as for MMIC 3-stage LNA (NF<3 dB over 
more than 14% bandwidth). These new wide bandgap 
technologies are suitable to remove the limiter usually placed 
before the LNA in conventional architectures, even if this 
technology still have to be improved to satisfy the survivability 
tests under elevated RF power (step stress or CW stress). 
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